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ENHANCE YOUR INFLUENCE!

Make the most of the discussion time and plan your next steps.
Discussion times are ideal for:
Thinking through the big ideas presented based on where you are in your
leadership and culture;
Giving voice to the thoughts and ideas that were awakened by the speakers;
Sketching out the first notes of a vision and the next steps to make it a reality;
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Identifying how to use the tools you are receiving, so that after the Summit is
over, you can take action and make the changes you want.

WELCOME TO THE GLOBAL LEADERSHIP SUMMIT BUSINESS
We are thrilled that you have joined us for this incredibly impacting event!
The decision to invest in developing your leadership skills will have a ripple
effect of positive change in your personal life, your family, friends, colleagues
and your community.
So, get ready! You are about to hear from some incredible women and men
who have been thoughtfully chosen to teach us from their diverse areas of
expertise and experience.
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SESSION 1

Patrick

LENCIONI

Founder & President | The Table Group, Inc.
Best-Selling Author; Leadership Consultant

Patrick Lencioni is the author of eleven best-selling books with more than five million copies sold,
including The Five Dysfunctions of a Team. Dedicated to providing organisations with ideas, products
and services that improve teamwork, clarity and employee engagement, his leadership models
serve a diverse base from Fortune 500 companies to professional sports organisations to churches.

OUTLINE
I. Six Different Genuis needed to be successful.
II. Wonder (W): Why are things that way?
III. Invention (I): Let me figure it out.
IV. Discernment (D): Natural ability to discern/judge things.
V. Galvanizing (G): I’ll get everyone in a room.
VI. Enablement (E): Naturally support others.
VII. Tenacity (T): Finishing.
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PATRICK LENCIONI
PERSONAL REFLECTIONS
1. What parts of your work tap into your areas of Genius?

2. What parts of your job require you to work in your areas of Frustration?

Team Map
Wonder
Genius

Invention

Frustration

Genius

Galvanizing

Discernment
Genius

Frustration

Genius

Frustration

Tenacity

Enablement
Genius

Frustration

Frustration

Genius

Frustration

!
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Want your team to take the Working Genius Assessment? Use code GLS50 at checkout to get 50% off (expires 3/31/21).
THE GLOBALwww.WorkingGenius.com
LEADERSHIP SUMMIT BUSINESS

Powered by:

SESSION 1 | DISCUSSION GUIDE

TEAM ENGAGEMENT
Create a Team Map (page 6) with everyone’s Working Genius and Working
Frustration. Have team members share their individual Working Genius results
with the team.
1. What are some positive implications of your team’s Working Genius profile?

2. What are some concerns or challenges of your team’s Working Genius profile?

3. What can we do as a team to better leverage one another’s Working Genius?

What is ONE action step you will take
from this talk and when will you take it?

GLOBALLEADERSHIP.ORG.AU
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SESSION 2

Vanessa

VAN EDWARDS

Best-Selling Author; Lead Behavioural
Investigator with Science of People

Vanessa is lead investigator at the Science of People - a human behaviour research lab, whose research
helps leaders master their people skills. Her innovative work has been featured on CNN, NPR, Fast
Company and Entrepreneur Magazine. She regularly speaks to companies including Google, Facebook,
Comcast and Microsoft. She has developed a science-based framework for understanding different
personalities to improve our EQ and communication skills. She is the best-selling author of Captivate:
The Science of Succeeding with People.

OUTLINE
I. The Scale
II. Purposeful
III. Trust
IV. Inspire
V. Influence
VI. Challenges
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VANESSA VAN EDWARDS
PERSONAL REFLECTIONS
1. Researchers found that when you first meet someone, you immediately assess them
on two traits: warmth and competence. The questions you ask are, “Can I trust you?”
measures warmth, and “Can I respect you?” measures competence. The more you
balance these traits, the higher leadership potential you have. How do you want
someone to think, feel and act before, during and after interacting with you? Mark
where you think you are on the graph below.

LEADERS
Warmth

Competence

2. Vanessa also presents us with four challenges:
a.
b.
c.
d.

Start every interaction on a positive note
Inspire trust with everyone you meet
Expect the best in others
Take every opportunity to inspire good

Circle which of these challenges comes most natural to you?
And which is the most difficult? Why?
.

3. What practices can you adopt to influence people for good?
a.
b.
c.
d.
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Apply purposeful priming
Building trust with your hands
Using positive priming introductions
Building trust with your tone of voice

THE GLOBAL LEADERSHIP SUMMIT BUSINESS

SESSION 2 | DISCUSSION GUIDE

TEAM ENGAGEMENT
1. What have you become aware of that can hamper how people experience your team
as warm and competent?

2. Vanessa presents four challenges to leaders and their teams:
a.
b.
c.
d.

Start every interaction on a positive note
Inspire trust with everyone you meet
Expect the best in others
Take every opportunity to inspire good

What would the practice of these challenges by you and your team look like in your
reality? Discuss with your team.

3. What practices as a team can you adopt to influence people for good?

What is ONE action step you will take
from this talk and when will you take it?

GLOBALLEADERSHIP.ORG.AU
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SESSION 3

Fredrik

HAREN

Author; Business Creativity Expert

Fredrik Härén is a business creativity expert who has authored nine books, including The Idea
Book—credited as one of “The 100 Best Business Books of All Time.” He is a global speaker who has
been invited to speak to leaders in more than 60 countries on six continents on the importance of
creativity in solving problems. Recognizing how challenging this is, Härén provides practical steps
to help individuals and organizations become more creative.

OUTLINE
I. Is creativity important in your job?
II. Experience is a costly and valuable treasure, but like all valuable treasures,
it can also stop people from thinking clearly.
III. The challenge is not the rapidity of change, but the human dislike of
change.
IV. Leaders who encourage creativity, encourage growth.
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FREDRIK HÄRÉN
PERSONAL REFLECTIONS
1. In Fredrik Härén’s talk, he shares three statements and challenges us individually
to answer yes/no to each. Use the scales below to gauge your own approach
to creativity by circling the level to which you agree with each of the following
statements:
I believe that being creative is important in my job.

Strongly Agree

Strongly Disagree

I believe that I am creative.

Strongly Agree

Strongly Disagree

I believe my company is doing enough to develop the creativity of its
employees.

Strongly Agree

Strongly Disagree

2. In what ways do you currently develop or permit the space to practice creativity on
your team?

3. The best way to develop creativity in others is to model it yourself. What is the most
recent creative thing you have done as a leader?

4. Considering what you produce for your job, in what ways could you start to develop
and/or permit the space to practice more creativity on your team?
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SESSION 3 | DISCUSSION GUIDE

TEAM ENGAGEMENT
Share your results from Question 1 with your team and discuss what similarities
or differences you discover.
1. On our teams and in our organisations, we often become stuck because we do things
a certain way only because we’re told, “that’s the way we’ve always done it.” In your
group list 3 practices stuck in the way of “always doing it that way.” Next, identify 2-3
creative alternatives for each of the areas in which you are stuck.
STUCK

OLD PRACTICE

Creative Alternate #1

Creative Alternate #2

2. Fredrik mentioned the importance of idea perception, your ability to see that the
world has changed. When it comes to your industry, how has your customer’s world
changed? Discuss as a team or at your table, and list a few ways below.

3. From the above list, what are you doing to lead through, and meet the needs of, your
customer’s changing world?

What is ONE action step you will take
from this talk and when will you take it?

GLOBALLEADERSHIP.ORG.AU
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SESSION 4

Jason

DORSEY

#1 Rated Gen Z & Millennial Speaker;
Researcher

Jason Dorsey is President of The Center for Generational Kinetics, which delivers research, speaking and
consulting to separate generational myth from truth for leaders around the world. His team has repositioned
global brands to win each generation and taken clients from last to first in both employee retention and
customer growth. Considered the #1 generations speaker and researcher and called a “research guru” by
Adweek, Dorsey uses original data-driven research to explain generational behaviours.

OUTLINE
I. What are the trends that shape the generations?
II. Every generation brings something important.
III. How to lead the younger generations.
IV. Strategies for building thriving multi-generational workplaces.
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JASON DORSEY
PERSONAL REFLECTIONS
1. Jason Dorsey says there are five generations working in the world today. Look at the
birth years and fill out the table below, identifying yourself and each person on your
team along with the generation each person represents.

□
□
□
□
□

Generation Z:

1996–Present

Millennials:

1977/1981–1995

Generation X:

1965–1976/1980

Baby Boomers:

1946–1964

Traditionalists:

Pre-1946

2. In what ways have you and/or your team experienced generational tension?

3. Jason says the number one trend that shapes generations is parenting. What was
your family’s parenting philosophy and how did it impact your view of leadership?

4. A second trend that shapes generations is technology. Jason says, “Technology is only
new if you can remember the way it was before.” Reflect on your relationship with
technology. How does your relationship to technology impact the way you lead and/
or what you expect leadership to look like?

5. A third trend that shapes generations is geography: urban vs. rural and differences
between countries. How have you seen geography play a role in generational
distinctives in your place of work?
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SESSION 4 | DISCUSSION GUIDE

TEAM ENGAGEMENT
1. Jason provides three action steps to help generations work together better on teams.
Discuss how you can take action in these areas today.

2. Jason says, “The language of leadership varies in interpretation by generation,
gender, and geography.” What are some areas where performance expectations
have been mis-interpreted in the past?

3. Non-linear messaging. Millennials and Gen Z do not think linear. They are outcomedriven. They need to see the end first and then they will follow every step. What are
some areas where linear thinking has caused challenges on your team?

4. Baby Boomers and Generation X were taught: “If your boss is talking to you, you’re
doing something wrong.” Millennials and Generation Z were taught: “If your boss
is not talking to you, you’re doing something wrong.” As a team, spend some time
talking about your feedback preferences.

What is ONE action step you will take
from this talk and when will you take it?

GLOBALLEADERSHIP.ORG.AU
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LEADERSHIP SHORTS
Jason Jaggard
Founder Partner & CEO, Novus Global; Author
Jason Jaggard is the founding partner and CEO of Novus Global, a tribe
of elite executive coaches across the world working with professionals
and business leaders to create lives and teams that go beyond
high performance. He also runs an 18-month executive coaching
certification that serves high performing leaders.

Carla Harris
Vice Chairman, Managing Director &
Senior Client Advisor, Morgan Stanley
With extensive industry experience in the technology, media, retail,
telecommunications, transportation, industrial, and healthcare
sectors, Carla currently serves as vice chairman, managing director
and senior client advisor at Morgan Stanley. Previously appointed by
President Obama to chair the National Women’s Business Council, her
leadership and influence have been recognised globally.

Edgar Sandoval, Jr.

President & CEO, World Vision U.S.
Born in Los Angeles, Edgar Sandoval grew up in Latin America, returning
to the U.S. alone at age 18 with just $50 in his pocket. He has 20+ years
of innovative leadership experience in corporate America, including =
the creation and launch of P&G’s internationally acclaimed #LikeAGirl
campaign. As World Vision U.S. President and CEO, Edgar directed the
launch of Chosen®, a new invitation into child sponsorship.

John C. Maxwell
Leadership Expert, Best-Selling Author, Coach
A #1 New York Times bestselling author, coach and speaker, John was
identified as the top leader in business by the American Management
Association and the world’s most influential leadership expert by Inc.
in 2014. His organisations—The John Maxwell Company, The John
Maxwell Team and EQUIP—have trained over 6 million leaders in
every nation.
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What is ONE action step you will take
from these Leadership Shorts and when will you take it?

GLOBALLEADERSHIP.ORG.AU
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WHAT’S NEXT

FOR YOUR
LEADERSHIP
JOURNEY
Investing in your personal growth is one of the best leadership
decisions you can make. So, we want to encourage and resource
the catalytic new ideas and the desired changes which this year’s
GLS has sparked in you.

Let’s make a plan to take your leadership
to the next level!

SHAPE YOUR
EXPERIENCE

REFLECT ON
GLS BUSINESS
Within 48 hours of GLS Business, while
your excitement level is high, describe
your experience to another person
and invite them into your leadership
journey by sharing your top action step.
During GLS Business, or within 48
hours, shine a light on your main
takeaways and action steps.
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CONTINUE
THE JOURNEY

ENGAGE YOUR
COMMUNITY
Explore the year-round GLN Australia
resources and register for GLS22!

globalleadership.org.au/gls22

Within two weeks, leverage your
leadership insights and momentum
in your primary community of
influence by:
1.Sharing your insights;
2. Inviting discussion; and
3. Collaborating on community
transformation.

GLOBALLEADERSHIP.ORG.AU
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THE GLOBAL
LEADERSHIP SUMMIT

INTERNATIONAL
REACH
TRANSFORMING PEOPLE, ORGANISATIONS AND
COMMUNITIES AROUND THE WORLD.

The Global Leadership Summit debuted in 1995 as a single
event based in Chicago, and known then as the Leadership
Summit. As demand for the leadership development
opportunities grew, the Summit began to expand as the
Global Leadership Summit. It was broadcasted LIVE annually
into volunteer host site venues and churches across the U.S.
By 2005, The Global Leadership Summit quickly began gaining
international recognition. Today it is the longest running,
greatest reaching leadership event of its kind.

The 2022 Global Leadership Summit season launches in August
and is then translated into 55 languages and taken around the
world to 110+ countries throughout Q4 and into Q1 of 2022.

MALAYSIA
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UNITED ARAB EMIRATES

NIGERIA

This is needed. I need it for my church, and we need it for
our country. Through the GLS you get new ideas, training and
education. The GLS is critical. In many areas of the world, there
are multiple avenues people can pursue to fine tune their
leadership ability. But this is not true in countries like mine.
Having the GLS here has resulted in transformation. Inevitably,

“

“

it’s creating a better country…and the ripple effect is
creating a better world.

DR. KATURAH YORK COOPER
GLS Liberia

GLOBALLEADERSHIP.ORG.AU
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CONTINUE THE

LEADERSHIP
JOURNEY
You can find more content on our channels:

www.globalleadership.org.au
@glsaus

